TalkTalk: understanding the
benefits of broadband
Hampshire County Council BDUK Community
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Introduction to TalkTalk
•

UK’s leading value for money broadband provider – consistently £150
cheaper than BT

•

20% market share with 4 million customers across the UK
• Phone
• Broadband – both copper and fibre

• TV – YouView (internet television service)
• Mobile for TalkTalk customers
•

Offer fibre broadband to our customers at a £10/15 premium – we have
around 175k customers

•

We also sell fibre to small businesses through TalkTalk Business

•

One of the 80+ providers who use the BT Openreach network and
we cover both the commercial and BDUK footprint
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Broadband usage is increasing
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So what kinds of customers need fibre?

The two main customer needs are
•Demanding customers: busy family or households who are always online with many
devices
•Best bandwidth: ensuring customers with poor broadband speeds can enjoy the best of
internet as well as our TV products – our customers need 5MB for YouView

Different speeds for different
needs
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Lots of people still aren’t online
11 million adults don’t have basic online skills and around 7 million
have still never used the internet

Businesses who use the internet tend to grow faster yet a third of
British businesses don’t have a website and just a third sell online
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Focus on the benefit, not the speed
For those who aren’t online it can be daunting. And whilst the early
adopters might see the benefits of superfast broadband, many
won’t naturally – and you want to drive demand!
We use too much techy language and many of the benefits we talk
about aren’t relevant
I like going shopping – it gets me out of the house and I always see people I know.
I like to go into the bank as I know the staff. I don’t trust those cash machines..
(Senior, Bournemouth)

Needs to be local and focused on their interests and
hobbies, or specific activities – like being able to
watch catch up TV
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Some considerations when buying
broadband
• There’s a whole range of broadband companies out there so do
shop around
• Its pretty standard now to get your phone and broadband
together, but increasingly you can buy with your TV as well and
get a better deal
• Think about your needs and check the package includes them –
is there a download limit with penalties for when you go over?
Do you use voicemail and nuisance call-blocking features – are
they free?
• You do have to sign up to superfast broadband – it won’t just
come on!
• Once you’ve signed up – either online or over the phone – you’ll
may need an engineer visit who will set up, though your provider
might offer a self-set up option
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Have a question or comment? Feel free to get in touch:

Iain Wood
TalkTalk Public Affairs Manager
iain.wood@talktalkplc.com

